Supplementary Table 1. Primers used for cloning SeCsm2 and SeCsm3
Primer Name Sequence Csm2-F showing critical lattice contacts formed between the affinity tag regions of adjacent molecules, explaining why the affinity tag was necessary for crystallization. (E) SeCsm2 amino acid sequence using the revised gene annotation and with an updated secondary structure prediction (red). The N-terminal region not part of the crystal structure is not predicted to form a secondary structure element. (F) Structure-based sequence alignment of SeCsm2 (green), TmCsm2 (magenta; PDB: 5AN6), and TtCmr5 (blue; PDB: 2ZOP). Amino acids associated with a helix are shown in red, with the crystal structure secondary structure ("Actual SS"; green) and the consensus secondary structure ("Consensus"; red highlighted) shown above the alignments. Helix numbering is shown for the crystal structure secondary structure. A green dash (-) in "Actual SS" is used to denote a break within a single helix due to alignment of the sequences. Only one species is present in the cryo-EM 2D classes, contrary to the negative stain 2D classes. (E) Data analysis workflow for cryo-EM 3D reconstruction. Autopicked particles were subjected to 3D classification using the negative stain initial model described in A. Good particles were subjected to further post processing, including per-particle CTF estimation and particle polishing to further improve the resolution. The 3D reconstruction resulted in a final resolution of 5.2 Å. implemented in RELION (10) (11) (12) . (C) Local resolution estimation (13) of the SeCas10-Csm subcomplex shows that the stem has the highest resolution while both ends of the subcomplex show a lower resolution, probably due to conformational heterogeneity. The bar on the left maps resolution estimates to color in the map. (D) Diagram of the segmented volumes of the stem (yellow) and base (green) generated for use in multi-body refinement (14) . (E) Flexible fitting of SeCsm3 into the cryo-EM density with MDFF (15) (blue) shows minimal rearrangement of the secondary structure elements, but larger conformational rearrangements of the exposed loops within SeCsm3. The Essens (16) rigidly docked SeCsm3 subunits are shown in orange.
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